Heavy-Duty
Turning, Multi-Task
Machining
The FVL-1250VTC is perfect for heavyduty turning applications. And with the optional
live tooling function, the series offers additional
flexible machining capabilities to make more
complex workpieces with one machine.

The one-piece column and bed is made of highgrade Meehanite® casting that provides better
damping character for heavy cutting capabilities.
The wide-span ribbed-box structure dramatically
decreases vibration, thermal expansion and
deformation caused by cutting stress.
The cross-rail elevation system uses two large
ballscrews for positioning and can be locked in
any position with four independent hydraulic break
systems. As a result, the spindle RAM is able
to more closely approach a workpiece, thus
eliminating an overhang problem.
The unique patent lock mechanism has eight
hydraulic locking cylinders with curvic coupling to
assure the turning holder is perfectly stationary
on RAM. This mechanism provides highly rigid
cutting power without vibration or cutting chatter.
As a result, there is no transfer of stress on the
RAM spindle bearings, which substantially
prolongs spindle life.
The table is supported by double-roller cylindrical
bearings that can handle heavy part loads along
with worry-free aggressive deep cutting.
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Item
Controller

Description
Controller brand
Table diameter
Speed range

FVL-1250VTC (+C)
Fanuc 0iTD
49.2"
Low speed: 37.5 ~ 150rpm,
Table
High speed: 150 ~ 350rpm
No. of range
Auto. 2-step
Max. swing dia.
63"
Max. cutting dia.
63"  
Cutting capabilities Max. turning height
47.2"
Max. torque
8,453 ft.-lbs.
Max. workpiece weight
17,631lbs.
Spindle speed
25 – 2,500rpm
Milling spindle
Spindle taper
50 Taper (JIS 50P-1)
Max. spindle torque
11,461Nm @ 37rpm
X-axis stroke
26.1"/37.7"
Stroke
Z-axis stroke
+C 35.4"
W-axis stroke (Cross rail)
+C 31.4"
Rotation speed
3.33rpm
C-Axis
Cutting feed rate
0~1,200 deg/min.
Z-axis counter balance
Hydraulic counter balance device
X/Z-axis rapid traverse
10/10 m/min.
Feed rates
Cutting feed rate X/Z-axis
Milling feed rate: 1-3,000 mm/min.,
Turning feed rate: 0.01-500 mm/rev.
Cross rail rapid traverse
0.72 m/min
Tool shank
BT50
Tool changer system
Carousel
Tool storage capacity
12"
Automatic tool
Max. tool diameter
11" (Fully Loaded)
changer
Max. tool length
+C 19.6"
Max. tool weight
110lbs. Turning/ 55lbs. Milling
Tool selection system
Absolute tool selection
Tool change time (chip-to chip) 35 sec.
Milling spindle motor
20/24Hp
Table motor
49/60HP (a53)
Motors
X/Z-axis drive motors
9/9HP
Hydraulic motor
10HP
Power required
75 KVA (+C 90 KVA)
Power requirement
Air required
5.5 kg/cm2/200 NL/min
Machine height (H)
+C 212.7"
Machining size
Machine Weight (net)
+C 48,400 lbs.
*Note 1: Turning x12, *Note 2: Milling x8, Turning x7, Protection flange x1

